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the russian federation include the territory
from the pacific to the atlantic ocean. the
russian federation is a culturally diverse

nation of over one hundred million people
that prides itself on its achievements in

science and technology. the russian
federation has many natural resources, and

its population of more than a hundred
million people are among the world’s most

industrious. however, when the railroad
from the atlantic to the pacific opened in

the mid-1800s, the russian population
skyrocketed, and there was not enough
food. the industrial revolution spurred

population growth. as more of their land
converted to agriculture, the russians
needed more land for their growing

populations. the hindu kush mountains run
between pakistan and afghanistan. the

shape of the rugged mountain range covers
most of the area that is north of
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afghanistan. in the ancient world, the far
east was called the oikumene. most peoples

refer to the eurasian landmass as the
stansic area. the tall mountains of the hindu
kush pushed the persian empire southward
and are named after the akhdamnian tribe

that settled there. the tajik autonomous
republic is a republic in central asia. the

independent state was created in 1922 as
tajikistan, the official name was changed to
the tajik autonomous republic in 1975. the
country is mountainous and is bordered to

the north by china, to the west by
uzbekistan, to the south by kyrgyzstan and

to the east by afghanistan. the tajik
autonomous republic is mountainous and is
bordered to the north by china, to the west
by uzbekistan, to the south by kyrgyzstan

and to the east by afghanistan.
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by uzbekistan, to the south by kyrgyzstan
and to the east by afghanistan. 5ec8ef588b
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